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EcoNOMICS IS A SCIENCE that controls our destinies. Yet few of us know
very much about economic theory. And what little we do know is likely
to be wrong.
This means that the economist who comes along with a theory that
appeals to our particular segment of society is hailed as a new Messiah.
The more plausible his theory, the more we like it. Unhappily, some of
the most plausible theories have proved to be most false.
When a plausible economic theory becomes, by its very plausibility,
a government policy, a nation finds itself committed to that policy
come what may.
Today, the United States is committed to a number of government
policies built on several new economic theories which never quite
coalesce. Unfortunately, many of the opponents of these theories are
not too clear on their own theories. When they speak out in public they
become easy marks for opposition satire and derision-and today satire
and derision too often take the place of logic and reason.
I have just finished a challenging little book. It is called "Economics
in One Lesson" and is by Henry Hazlitt. The publisher is Harper &
Brothers.
Mr. Hazlitt suffers, at least in the minds of the new economists, from
several serious handicaps. The first of these, and most damaging from
an economist's point-of-view, is that he writes lucidly. That, in itself, is
rank economic heresy.
Also, Mr. Hazlitt, again from the point-of-view of the new economist,
suffers under the handicap of working for the New York Times. The
New York Times is a conservative newspaper and, as anybody knows
who has spent a few days in Washington, conservatives are bound to
be wrong.
Finally, Mr. Hazlitt's book is endorsed by F. A. Hayek, Louis Bromfield, and H. L. Mencken. In the eyes of the new economist such endorsements are not one but three kisses of death.
In spite of all these handicaps, Mr. Hazlitt has written a calm, penetrating, challenging and lucid book on economics. I recommend it to
every reader of PRINTERs' INK, regardless of his political or social
complexion.
The lesson Mr. Hazlitt teaches is so simple he can reduce it to one
sentence, which is:
The art of economics consists in looking not merely at the immediate
but at the longer effects of any act or policy; it consists in tracing the
consequences of that policy not merely for one group but for all groups.
That's the lesson. In a few more than 200 pages the author measures
current economic policy by that sentence. The results are not at all comforting to the new economists. Nor are they always too comforting to the
opponents of the new economists who talk so freely about a return to
free enterprise without quite ever defining, even in their own minds,
what they mean by free enterprise.
I am not going to attempt in this short space even to give you a sample
of Mr. Hazlitt's theories. But I believe that whether his theories on
public works, spread-the-work, unemployment, parity prices, stabilized
commodities, minimum wage laws, inflation and other important phases
of economic theory are completely sound, you owe it to yourself to read
his book.
I have a hunch that this book will be pretty thoroughly smeared by
the special interests groups. You will remember what happened to
Hayek's, "The Road to Serfdom." But no amount of name-calling can
dispute Mr. Hazlitt when he is on sound ground and no amount of
praise can make his arguments sound where they are unsound .
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JJOne of the essential tools of my tracleJJ
ho influence, instruct and inspire many hundreds of thousands

information. ,

a ceptance corroborates once more the findings of the L. M. Clark organization's inde-

p endent research which rates The Sun "one of America's best read ·metropolitan dailies."

"'

CHANNING POL.LOCK:

"There are two things I do unfailingly every; evening:
dine and read The :Sun. Few newspap'ers re as fearless, as vigorous - and, I think, as j),Jstified in their
views. Moreover I am addicted to~okolsky, Lawrence,
Morehouse and Rupe Goldberg. I don't see how any
writer or lecturer can afford to miss The Sun."

RICHARD .C . BORDEN :

"As an author and lecturer on business subjects, I rate
The Sun one of the essential tools:of my trade. Its professional value to me stems from the uniform accuracy
of its financial page; from its sound interpretation of
current business news and fro the consistently good
t'
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DALE CARNEGIE: \

.

"I have been re-adi
The Sun since · I came to New
York in 1912. I like it (oth as a news and as an adver'sing Jlledium. I first advertised in it in 1935 for an
experiment and the results were most gratifying. I now
ad~ertise e ry week in the school page. May The Sun's

. HEW YORK
Represented In Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and los
Angeles by Williams, lawrence & Cresmer Company; in
Boston, Tilton S. Bell.

THE SUN COUNTS WHERE OPINION COUNTS
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